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One of the most fascinating and impressive aspects of
skilled performance is the ability of the experienced eye to
encode at a glance the essence of briefly presented stimu-
lus material, which is related to the domain of expertise
(henceforth, domain-specific knowledge). For example,
Kundel and Nodine (1975) showed expert radiologists
X-ray films for 200 msec. The experts were able to detect
and name 70% of the abnormalities in the films.

Crucial to this process of rapid perception, particularly
for visual displays that require multiple fixations for en-
coding, is the ability to encode large clusters of related
information—that is, chunks—and to locate the most rel-
evant areas, or identify the salient locations, on which to
focus attention. In order to examine these early percep-
tual encoding processes, we required chess players at dif-
ferent skill levels to choose the best move for simple, tac-
tically active chess positions while we monitored their
eye-fixation patterns. If more skilled players can extract
relational information about piece clusters more efficiently
than less skilled players (e.g., in parallel, as seen in Rein-
gold, Charness, Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001; Reingold,
Charness, Schultetus, & Stampe, 2001), we hypothesize
that skilled players’ first few seconds of fixations will be
characterized by a greater likelihood of fixating on empty
squares (in order to maximize information extraction from

surrounding piece-occupied squares). Also, when more
skilled players fixate squares occupied by pieces, they
should be more likely to fixate salient pieces.

The most influential investigation of the perceptual
aspects of skilled performance originated from the pio-
neering work on chess by de Groot (1946/1978) and Chase
and Simon (1973a, 1973b). De Groot presented chess po-
sitions briefly (2–15 sec) and then removed them from
view. Even after such a brief exposure, the best chess play-
ers were able to reproduce the locations of the chess pieces
almost perfectly (about 93% correct for positions contain-
ing about 25 pieces). More generally, performance in this
task systematically varied as a function of skill. De Groot
concluded that perception and memory were more im-
portant differentiators of chess expertise than was the abil-
ity to think ahead in the search for good moves. In a clas-
sic study, Chase and Simon (1973a, 1973b) replicated and
extended de Groot’s findings demonstrating that after
viewing chess positions for 5 sec, chess masters were
able to reproduce these positions much more accurately
than less-skilled players. However, there was little dif-
ference as a function of expertise when random board con-
figurations were used instead of game positions, indicat-
ing that the superior immediate memory performance of
the skilled players was not attributable to the general supe-
riority of their memory systems or processes (i.e., hard-
ware aspects of memory). More recently, a very small but
reliable advantage in recall for random configurations has
been shown for expert players, although this is probably at-
tributable to the occasional presence of familiar configu-
rations in random positions (Gobet & Simon, 1996a).
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Expert and intermediate chess players attempted to choose the best move in five chess positions
while their eye movements were monitored. Experts were faster and more accurate than intermediates
in choosing the best move. Experts made fewer fixations per trial and greater amplitude saccades than
did intermediates, but there was no difference in fixation duration across skill groups. Examining the
spatial distribution of the first five fixations for each position by skill group revealed that experts pro-
duced more fixations on empty squares than did intermediates. When fixating pieces, experts produced
a greater proportion of fixations on relevant pieces than did intermediates. It is argued that expert
chess players perceptually encode chess configurations, rather than individual pieces, and, conse-
quently, parafoveal or peripheral processing guides their eye movements, producing a pattern of sac-
cadic selectivity by piece saliency.
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Like de Groot (1946/1978), Chase and Simon (1973a,
1973b) hypothesized that much of the advantage of the
skilled chess player lies in the early perceptual organiza-
tion and internal representation of the chess position.
The master is thought to use recognizable configurations
of pieces, chunks and templates, as indexes to long-term
memory structures that trigger the generation of plausible
moves for use by a search mechanism. Search is thereby
constrained to the more promising branches in the space of
possible moves from a given chess position. The size of
an expert’s vocabulary of chess-related configurations was
initially estimated to be 50,000–100,000 chunks (Simon
& Gilmartin, 1973), although small perceptual chunks are
most likely supplemented by larger structures termed tem-
plates (Gobet & Simon, 1996b, 1998), and the current es-
timate is around 300,000 chunks (Gobet & Simon, 2000).
On the basis of earlier findings, Chase and Simon (1973a)
concluded “that the most important processes underlying
chess mastery are these immediate visual-perceptual pro-
cesses rather than the subsequent logical-deductive think-
ing processes” (p. 215). Note that implied by the quote
above is the distinction between an initial perceptual phase
and a subsequent search phase of the problem-solving
process (see also de Groot, 1946/1978; Simon & Chase,
1973; Tikhomirov & Poznyanskaya, 1966).

To investigate the perceptual phase of skilled perfor-
mance may require the development of new research par-
adigms or the modification of existing ones. As Newell
and Simon (1972) observed, although verbal think-aloud
protocols provide a very rich source of information about
the problem-solving process, it is necessary to supplement
them with other sources in order to ensure that stable in-
ferences are drawn. A potentially promising approach
involves the measurement of eye movements to supple-
ment reaction time, accuracy, and verbal report measures.

The present study illustrates the potential role of eye-
movement measurement in supplementing traditional mea-
sures of performance, such as RT, accuracy, and verbal
reports, as a means for investigating the perceptual aspect
of skilled performance in general and chess skill in par-
ticular. Given the pivotal role played by eye-movement
paradigms in the study of reading skill (see Rayner, 1998,
for a review), it is surprising that there are very few em-
pirical studies that have employed these techniques with
chess (de Groot & Gobet, 1996; Ellis, 1973; Jongman,
1968; Tikhomirov & Poznyanskaya, 1966; Winikoff, 1967).

Reanalyzing the work of Jongman (1968), de Groot and
Gobet (1996) reported no significant difference in the
proportion of fixations on empty squares as a function of
skill. These authors cautioned, however, that the negative
results do not necessarily refute the chunking hypothesis.
They pointed out that the crude frame-by-frame analysis
of film records of eye movements and the transformation
of gaze positions from a three-dimensional chessboard
viewed by the players to a two-dimensional coordinate sys-
tem may have resulted in the introduction of noise, making
it difficult to estimate the accuracy of the computed gaze
position. Furthermore, de Groot and Gobet demonstrated

that skilled players made more fixations along the edges
of squares (28.7% of fixations), as compared with novices
(13.7%), providing some indication that the skilled players
might be able to encode two or more pieces in a single fix-
ation. They also noted a greater distance between succes-
sive fixations by skilled players, suggesting that they cover
a larger area during a given fixation than do weaker play-
ers. In addition, de Groot and Gobet concluded on the basis
of their analysis of retrospective verbal reports that the best
players tended to perceive groups of pieces, rather than
individual pieces.

Reynolds (1982) and Holding (1985) reexamined eye-
movement data collected by Tikhomirov and Poznyan-
skaya (1966) and noted that many fixations did not fall on
pieces but on empty squares. There was no report of sys-
tematic variation in the proportion of fixations on empty
squares as a function of skill. However, the imprecision of
the frame-by-frame analysis of film records that was used
to extract eye-movement data makes it difficult to assess
the reliability of these interpretations.

In recent studies, we have used eye-fixation data to sup-
plement information available from reaction time data to
demonstrate an early perceptual advantage through parallel
encoding of chess relations for more skilled players in a
simple check detection task (Reingold, Charness, Pomplun,
& Stampe, 2001) and to improve our understanding of the
hazards of expertise (susceptibility to Stroop-like interfer-
ence; Reingold, Charness, Schultetus, & Stampe, 2001).

The check-detection task (Reingold, Charness, Pom-
plun, & Stampe, 2001), in which a minimized 3 3 3 square
chessboard was used, revealed that experts made fewer
fixations per trial, and a greater proportion of those fix-
ations were between pieces rather than on pieces, as com-
pared with those of novices and intermediates. Such re-
sults are consistent with the hypothesis that highly skilled
players have a larger visual span than do less-skilled ones.
This hypothesis received additional support from a gaze-
contingent change blindness experiment showing that
experts required a larger visual window than did novices
to keep performance equivalent to that with unrestricted
view.

In another check-detection task (Reingold, Charness,
Schultetus, & Stampe, 2001), a 5 3 5 section of the chess-
board containing a King and two potential checking pieces
(i.e., attackers) was employed. On some trials, one of two
attackers was cued (colored red), and the task was to de-
termine the checking status of the cued attacker while ig-
noring the other attacker. On other trials, the attackers
were not cued. We documented that, unlike weaker play-
ers, experts did not benefit from the narrowing of the prob-
lem search space produced by cuing. In addition, expert
players exhibited significant Stroop-like interference on
trials in which a cued nonchecking attacker appeared to-
gether with an attacker that was checking (i.e., the check-
ing status of the cued attacker was incongruent with the
checking status of the configuration as a whole). These
findings suggest automatic and parallel encoding pro-
cesses for chess relations in experts.
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A major goal of the present study was to replicate and
extend the previous findings to the more ecologically valid
task of choosing the best move (henceforth, the move-
choice task) with full chessboard displays. We chose the
move-choice task for several reasons. First, eye-movement
studies have long shown that the nature of the task can re-
sult in very different patterns of fixations for the same vi-
sual configuration (e.g., Yarbus, 1967). The fixation pat-
terns for memorizing a chess position (de Groot & Gobet,
1996) or for doing simple check detection (Reingold,
Charness, Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001) might not be rep-
resentative of those in problem-solving situations. Sec-
ond, de Groot (1946/1978) demonstrated that performance
on the move-choice task (quality of move chosen) dis-
criminates well between chess players at different levels of
skill. We reasoned that focusing on the first 1–2 secs of eye
fixations in each trial is important in order to attribute any
potential skill differences to the perceptual, rather than to
the problem-solving, phase. In other words, given that ex-
perts encode positions more quickly than intermediate
players, going much beyond five fixations might lead to a
skill-related confound of fixations in encoding the initial
representation versus fixations that promote problem-solv-
ing processes (e.g., search through the space of possible
moves). Hence, we investigated the spatial distribution of
the first five fixations produced by players who attempted
to choose the best move for a given position.

We tested two specific predictions. First, on the basis
of the chunking hypothesis, we predicted that a greater
proportion of fixations would occur on empty squares for
experts, as compared with intermediates. Second, among
fixations occurring on individual pieces, we predicted that
a greater proportion of fixations would occur on salient
pieces (i.e., tactically active pieces) for experts, as com-
pared with intermediates. The latter prediction is based
on a finding by de Groot and Gobet (1996) that the num-
ber and total duration of fixations landing on chess pieces
during a memorization task were at least partially corre-
lated with the degree of importance or relevance of these
pieces in a given position and that the magnitude of this
correlation increased as a function of skill. Similarly, on
the basis of their simulation of eye-movement data col-
lected by Tikhomirov and Poznyanskaya (1966), Simon and
Barenfeld (1969) argued that fixations fell on what they
defined as the salient pieces for the position. In the pres-
ent study, we determined piece saliency for the five po-
sitions used in the experiment by asking two international
masters to classify pieces as salient or as nonsalient. Fig-
ure 1 shows these positions with salient pieces surrounded
by a bold frame.

METHOD

Participants
Twenty-four paid participants (12 intermediates, 12 experts) ,

were included in this study. All participants had normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision. The Chess Federation of Canada (CFC) rat-
ings for the expert players range from 2,100 to 2,350 (M 5 2,238,
SD 5 88.6). CFC ratings for the intermediates range from 1,400 to

1,923 (M 5 1,786, SD 5 142.5). The mean rating in the CFC is
about 1,600 with a standard deviation of about 200. Players ranged
in age between 18 and 34. Informed consent was obtained, and the
rights of the participants were protected .

Materials
The stimulus displays showed chessboards subtending a visual

angle of 18.2º horizontally and vertically and included chess pieces
of approximately 1.9º in diameter. The five experimental chess po-
sitions shown in Figure 1 were selected from Horowitz (1972) and
Reinfeld (1945). The selected positions all had a clear best move
and were tactically active. A position taken from Tikhomirov and
Poznyanskaya (1966) was used for practice. For each experimenta l
position, two international masters were asked to classify pieces as
salient or as nonsalient. The percent agreement between the two
judges in the classification of 102 pieces across all f ive positions
was 98%.

Apparatus
Eye movements were measured with an SR Research EyeLink

system. After the system was calibrated, gaze-position error was
less than 0.5º. The temporal resolution of the system was 4 msec.
The on-line saccade detector of the eye tracker was set to detect sac-
cades with an amplitude of 0.5º or greater, with an acceleration
threshold of 9,500 º/sec2 and a velocity threshold of 30º/sec.

Procedure
All players were presented with the practice position and then

with the five experimental positions. Prior to every trial, instruction
was given indicating who was to move (White or Black). The par-
ticipants were then asked to fixate a marker in the center of the dis-
play. Following a buttonpress, a chessboard was presented. Players
were asked to choose the best move as quickly and as accurately as
possible. As soon as the participants made their selection, they
ended the trial by pressing another button and naming the move.
The experimenter monitored and recorded the accuracy of their per-
formance.

RESULTS

For each player, the number of correct responses and
median RT were computed across the five experimental
trials. Experts were faster [experts, M 5 11.7 sec; inter-
mediates, M 5 23.4 sec; t(22) 5 2.97, p , .01] and more
accurate [experts, M 5 4.75 out of 5; intermediates, M 5
3.33 out of 5; t(22) 5 2.93, p , .01] than intermediates in
choosing the best move. Experts also made about only half
as many fixations per trial as intermediates [experts, M 5
44.3; intermediates, M 5 83.6; t(22) 5 3.10, p , .01].

Figure 2 shows the distributions of saccade amplitude
(Panel A) and fixation duration (Panel B). Consistent with
the findings of de Groot and Gobet (1996), experts made
larger amplitude saccades than did intermediates [experts,
M 5 4.02º; intermediates, M 5 3.38º; t(22) 5 2.15, p ,
.05]. However, unlike de Groot and Gobet, who reported
shorter fixation durations for skilled players as compared
with weaker players, there was no significant difference
across skill groups in the present study [experts, M 5 253;
intermediates, M 5 244; t(22) 5 0.56, p 5 .58]. This dis-
crepancy is likely due to the difference in the task per-
formed by the players in the two studies. Whereas in the
present study players were choosing the best move in a
well-defined chess position, in the study by Jongman
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Position A: White moves Position B: Black moves

Position C: White moves Position D: Black moves

Position E: White moves

Figure 1. The five experimental positions used in the move-choice task. Chess pieces surrounded by a
bold frame were judged to be salient in the position by two international masters. Position A: White
Rook moves to g8 check, Black Rook takes White Rook, White Knight takes Pawn at f7 mate. Position
B: Black Queen moves to h4 check, White King moves to escape, Black Queen takes White Queen. Po-
sition C: White Queen takes Pawn at h5 check, Black Rook takes White Queen, White Bishop moves to
g6 mate. Position D: Black Rook moves to g1 check, White King takes Black Rook, Black Rook moves
to g8 mate. Position E: White Queen moves to h8 check, Black Bishop takes White Queen, White Rook
takes Black Bishop mate.
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(1968), analyzed by de Groot and Gobet, players were
memorizing more ambiguous positions (players did not
know whether it was White’s or Black’s move) in an im-
mediate recall task. Further investigation into the influence
of task instructions and task type on skill differences in
eye-movement patterns during visual tasks is needed. In
some cases, experts make fewer, though same-duration, fix-
ations (the check-detection task; Reingold, Charness,
Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001). In other cases, novices make
longer fixations than do experts (e.g., in a driving task with
dangerous situations; Chapman & Underwood, 1998).

In order to investigate the spatial distribution of fixa-
tions produced by players during the early perceptual phase
of attempting to chose the best move, the gaze positions
of the first five fixations were recorded for each player and
trial [average fixation duration: experts, M 5 210; inter-
mediates, M 5 199; t(22) 5 0.63, p 5 .54] and were clas-
sified as falling on an empty square or on a square occu-
pied by a salient or a nonsalient piece. Figure 3 illustrates
the skill differences in the spatial distribution of fixations
for one of the experimental positions (Position A, see Fig-
ure 1). As can be clearly seen by comparing the scatter-
grams, consistent with the chunking hypothesis, experts
produced a greater proportion of fixations on empty

squares than intermediates [experts, M 5 .52; interme-
diates, M 5 .41; t(22) 5 2.43, p , .05]. In addition, con-
sistent with de Groot and Gobet (1996), among fixations
on pieces, experts produced a greater proportion of fix-
ations on salient pieces than intermediates [experts, M 5
.80; intermediates, M 5 .64; t(22) 5 3.02, p , .01].

DISCUSSION

At the molar level, we observe faster and more accurate
problem solving by experts in a move-choice task involv-
ing simple tactical positions. At the molecular level, over
the first five fixations, we find more efficient encoding
by experts as indicated by a greater proportion of fixations
between rather than on pieces, and a greater proportion
of fixations on salient pieces. A parsimonious explanation
of these phenomena is to propose the more efficient en-
coding of larger chunks by experts (e.g., Reingold, Char-
ness, Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001). Such skilled encoding
leads to rapid recognition of salient relations among dis-
tant pieces, thereby enabling the player to focus on appro-
priate parts of the board. These processes set the stage for
the generation of plausible moves that enable swifter and
more accurate problem solving.

The analysis of the spatial distribution of early fixations
(more empty-square fixations by experts) supports the
conclusion that superior domain-specific knowledge al-
lows expert chess players to perceptually encode chess
configurations, rather than individual pieces. The finding
that piece saliency influences the selection of experts’ sac-
cadic endpoints during the first 1–2 sec following display
onset clearly supports the role of parafoveal or peripheral
processing of chess configurations in guiding their eye
movements and is consistent with the view that skilled
players can encode chess-relation information in parallel
(Reingold, Charness, Schultetus, & Stampe, 2001). This
is the case because random or systematic region-by-region
scanning patterns (e.g., a reading-like pattern from the
top-left to the bottom-right section of the chessboard)
would not be expected to result in similar findings of sac-
cadic selectivity by piece salience.

Thus, the present findings are consistent with the sug-
gestion of Chase and Simon (1973a, 1973b), Gobet and
Simon (1998), and de Groot (1946/1978) that a perceptual
advantage is a fundamental component of chess skill. Our
results are also consistent with other demonstrations of
superior perceptual encoding of chess-related material by
experts in immediate recall tasks (e.g., Chase & Simon,
1973a, 1973b; de Groot 1946/1978; de Groot & Gobet,
1996; Gobet & Simon, 1996a, 1996b; see Gobet, 1998, for
a review), check-detection tasks (Church & Church, 1983;
Milojkovic, 1982; Saariluoma, 1984), enumeration tasks
(e.g., count the number of bishops, Saariluoma, 1985,
1990), and a same–different task for side-by-side quarter-
board positions (Ellis, 1973).

An important contribution of this study is the gener-
alization of skill-related rapid extraction of chess rela-
tions to the “gold standard” move-choice task. Prior tasks,

Figure 2. Histograms of saccade amplitude (Panel A, bin size 5
0.5°) and fixation duration (Panel B, bin size 5 12 msec) for ex-
perts and intermediates in the move-choice task.
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such as partial chessboard check detection, full chessboard
memorization, and gaze-contingent change blindness, lack
the ecological validity of the move-choice task. Nonethe-
less, the pattern of results revealed by eye-movement data
has proven to be quite consistent across both artificial and
natural chess tasks. Still, theory development would bene-
fit from future studies that require the same chess players
to perform multiple chess-related tasks; it would then be
feasible to examine intertask relationships.

De Groot (1946/1978) argued that one of the keys to
skill in chess lies not in the thought processes that con-
stitute search through the tree of move possibilities, but
rather in the initial encoding of the relationships among
the pieces in a chess position. As he put it: “It is not easy
to appreciate fully the enormous effect of the expert’s re-
productive completion of the perceived situation, as his
perceptual advantage might be called” (p. 307). Although
later research using think-aloud procedures has shown
some skill-related depth of search differences between
intermediate and expert players (Charness, 1981), nu-
merous studies have supported the importance of initial
encoding processes. Eye-movement recording techniques
allowed us to track this encoding advantage back to the
first second of viewing time as players attempted to choose
the best move in a chess game.
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